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Thomas White & Sons Limited
Laighpark Paisley Scotland
Telephone 041 -889 31 37
Telegrams "White, Paisley"
'lelex 778137

. The Company reserves the right to
amend specifications to accommodate
design improvements and material
availability.

Form No. TW 113 (2-69)
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Specially designed for wet grinding and finishing operations

principal features:

* High speed production at raPid
feed rate, generally by a single pass.

* Long wide belt carries more abrasive
than drums or grinding wheels.

* Ample motor H.P. permits adequate
rates of stock removal.

* Consistent performance on uniform
parts.

* Can be used for accurate working
to size as well as f or surface
finishing jobs. Super finishing
f eatures also available.

* Abundant supply of coolant pro-
vided. variable up to full flood, to
suit all cutting conditions.

* Surface worked from above so
quality of finish is easily inspected.

* Ouick and easy belt changes.

* Pneumatically operated belt tens-
ioning and tracking.* Several pieces can be fed in

alternate paths. * Work is fed through the machine
by a conveyor belt driven by a
variable speed unit.* Abrasive belt operates over contact

and tensioning rolls. the contact
roll being covered with rubber of
pre-determined hardness.

* Pinch rolls close to contact roll
hold workpiece firmly on conveyor
during abrasive operation.

* Simple and safe to operate.* Spiral grooves in the contact roll's
rubber cover assist cutting action
of the abrasive and help prevent
the belt becoming clogged.

* Electric motors, control gear and
isolating switch integral with ma-
chine.
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Main Frame:
The main frame is of box construction,
amply proportioned to ensure a rigid
machine free from v¡bration. All the
main parts have been stress rel¡eved.
The compact vertical design provides
easy access to all controls and ad-
justments.

Feed Drive:
A compact variable speed gear with
its own drive motor is mounted on
the right hand side of the machine.
The most suitable feed speed is
selected by handwheel.

Pneumatic Belt Tensioning
and Tracking:
Tension on the abrasive belt is kept
constant by the pneumat¡c tensioning
system which automatically takes up
any belt stretch which may occur. The
tracking of the abrasive belt is con-
trolled by jets of air acting on the
edges of the belt, and any nece'ssary
corrective action is automatic. A drop
in the ai¡ pressure of the monitoring
jets or in the tensioning cylinder results
in the machine being brought to a halt
immediately.

Conveyor:
An endless belt of specially reinforced
oil-resistent neoprene-covered canvas
runs over the continuous surface of a

well braced cast iron table, This
table also has been stress relieved
and very accurately machined and
the direct support thus given to the
workpiece while it passes under the
contact roll contributes to successful
working to close tolerances. The end
rollers of the conveyor are mounted
on sealed ant¡-friction self-aligning
ball bearings carried on the side
members of the feed bed. One roller
drives the conveyor band, the other
is horizontally adjustable to take up
any stretch in the belt. The entire
conveyor assembly is raised or lowered
by means of a handwheel to vary the
daylight under the abrasive belt.
Backlash eliminators in the adjusting
screws facilitate precision setting of
this gap and the handwheel is con-
veniently placed near to the operator's
position.
A tray is fitted below the conveyoÍ
unit to catch the coolant and return it
to the main tank.

Sanding Unit:
The sanding head, which carries the
abrasive belt, consists of a rigid cast
iron arm on which the contact roll is
mounted. The arm is supported by a
swing away bearing bracket which is
easily opened when changing the
abrasive belt so that the belt can be
drawn out without further difficulty.
The tension roller is carried on a wide
forked bracket which rests on the
main arm where the pneumatic ten-
sioning equipment is housed. Both
contact and tension rolls are dynami-
cally bälanced for high speed running
and are mounted on heavy duty self-
aligning bearings. Holding down or
pinch rolls are provided at the front
and rear, close to the contact roll, for
accurate control of the workpiece.
These rolls are spring loaded and have
independent vertical adjustment.

Contact Roll:
The contact roll. which brings the
abrasive into contact with the work-
piece, is coated with a thick layer of
neoprene of a hardness suitable for the
particular application. The surface of
the neoprene is grooved with spiral
serrations designed for efficient stock
removal. The drive to the contact roll
is from a motor housed within the
base of the machine to avoid vibrational
effects. Adequate provision is made
for belt tensioning. A pneumatically
operated brake is provided to stop the
sanding unit in approximately four
seconds in response to an emergency
stop button or in the event of belts
breaking or the off -tracking limit
switches being tripped.
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Coolant Tank:
A large capacity coolant tank (not
illustrated) complete w¡th molor dr¡ven
circulating pump, is provided with the
machine. The supply of coolant to the
spray nozzles, situated in front of and
behind the abrasion area, is controlled
by conveniently located hand valves,
and the flow may be varied from a fine
spray to a flood. Coolant may also be
directed at the abrasive belt or evenly
applied to both belts and workpiece.
On return to the tank, the coolant is
thoroughly filtered and must also rise
over a baffle plate within the tank
before re-circulating.

Optional Extras Technical Data

Magnetic Separator:
When required, a magnetic separator
can be provided within the coolant
system to further improve the extraction
of all ferrous part¡cles.

Work capacity
17inx5in 430 x127 mm
Diameter of contact roll
6 in. 152.5 mm

Cleaning Brush r

A motor driven rotating brush can bç
f¡tted to the outfeed end for removing
particles which may adhere to the top
surface of the work.

Width of abrasive belt
18 in. 450 mm

Length of abrasive belt
86 in. 2180 mm

Abrasive belt speed
5000 ftlmin 25 m/sec.

Electrical Equipment:
The push butlon stat¡on is mounted
on the left hand side of the machine
by the operators position. The main
electrical contactors and starters are
housed ¡n a separate panel at the right
hand side of the machine. This equip-
ment consists of Star Delta and direct-
on-line starters having no volt and
thermal overload protection plus HRC
fuse protection. An isolating switch is
part of the standard equipment.
An ammeter. g¡ving a visual indication
of machine loading, is mounted near
the push button station.

Finishing Pad:
The finishing pad consists of a resilient
rubber cushion positioned immediately
behind the contact roll, the abrasive
belt being guided over the pad by
means of a high speed roll. The narrow
beam which carries the resilient pad
presses on the reverse side of the
abrasive belt holding it against the
workpiece to produce a long scratch
pattern. The pad is covered with anti-
f riction material to prevent drag on
the belt.

Recommended feed speeds
18-54 ftlmin 5.55-16.65 m/min
Alternative feed speeds
Any other 3:1 rat¡o up to 250
ftlmin (max), 76.3 m/min (max).
Main motor
15 HP

Feed motor
åHP

Scotchbrite Roll:
This is a non-woven web brush
constructed of tough nylon fibres
impregnated with mineral abrasives.
The web structure affords even dis-
persal of abrasive material. The brush
is not primarily designed for stock
removal, but is used to clean or prepare
desirable surface patterns. The brush
is installed at the out-feed end of the
machine and is powered by its own
motor.

Goolant pump
åHP
Tank capacity
50 Gal. 226 litres
Circulating pump
20 gals/min g0 litres/min
General dimensions
Max. height
6 ft. 8in 2040 mm

Max. length
6ft0in 1830 mm
Max. width
4ft6¡n 1370 mm

Approx. weight
6500 lbs 2950 kgs
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